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Abstract
Photoemission and secondary emission are known to give rise to a quasi-stationary elec-
tron cloud inside the beam pipe through a beam-induced multipacting process.
We investigate the electron-cloud build up and related effects via computer simulation. In
our model, macro-particles representing photoelectrons are emitted synchronously with the
passing proton or positron bunch, and are subsequently accelerated in the field of the beam.
As they hit the beam pipe, new macro-electrons are generated, whose charges are deter-
mined by the energy of the incoming particles and by the secondary emission yield of the
beam pipe. A quasi-stationary state of the electron cloud is eventually reached due to space
charge. The equilibrium density is used as an input parameter for a second program that
analyses the electron-cloud driven single-bunch instability.
The electron cloud simulation also allows the evaluation of the heat load on the cold LHC
beam screen, which must stay within the available cooling capacity, and the electron charge
deposited on or emitted from the electrodes of the beam-position monitors.
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Photoemission and electron multiplication on surfaces exposed to an oscillating electromagnetic field
cause the phenomenon of multipacting, which can significantly degrade the performance of rf cavities
as well as of storage rings operating with closely spaced positron or proton bunches.
Beam-induced multipacting was observed as a pressure rise at the CERN ISR in 1977, after installation
of an aluminium test chamber [1]. Based on the ISR experience, concerns about the LHC operation
already started in the 1980s [2]. In 1989 an instability at the KEK photon factory was attributed to
photoelectrons [3, 4]. In 1996, a series of electron-cloud experiments were conducted by an IHEP-KEK
collaboration at BEPC [5]. Shortly thereafter, crash programs were launched for the positron ring (LER)
of the PEP-II B factory [6, 7] (simulations, TiN coating of Al vacuum chamber) and, after simulations
and analytical estimates had predicted a serious effect for heat load and beam stability [8, 9], for LHC
[10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. The possibility of beam-induced multipacting in the LHC was first mentioned
by O. Gro¨bner in 1996 [2]. Since 1998-99, electron-cloud effects have been seen with the LHC test













































































































































































































































Figure 1: Schematic of electron-cloud build up in the LHC beam pipe.
As schematically illustrated in Fig. 1, the electron-cloud build up in the vacuum chamber results from
a combination of processes. Each passing bunch generates a number of primary electrons (generally
referred to as photo-electrons), which are later accelerated by the beam field and may create secondary
electrons at their impact with the vacuum chamber. If the energy of the incoming electrons is sufficiently
large, the secondary emission yield (SEY) is greater than unity, and the number of electrons grows
exponentially. The electron-cloud build up stops at a density roughly equal to the neutralisation density
[8], where the attractive force from the beam is on average balanced by the space charge repulsion of
the electron cloud.
Primary electrons are needed to initiate the build up of the electron cloud. In the LHC a large number












proton meter ; (1)
where γ is the relativistic factor of the irradiating beam and  the fine-structure constant. The critical
photon energy is Ec ’ 45 eV . Measured data show that at this energy the photoemission yield is close
to maximum [18, 19].
The photon reflectivity is another important parameter. If the reflectivity of the vacuum chamber is
high, many photoelectrons are created at the top and bottom of the chamber. On the other hand, if the
reflectivity is low, the majority of the photoelectrons impinges on the horizontally outward side of the
vacuum chamber. In dipole magnets, these electrons do not approach the beam, and they stay at fairly
low energies.
The electron yield per absorbed photon can be expressed as Y  = Y=(1 − R) ’ 0:05 with Y the
photoelectron yield per incident photon and R the photon reflectivity. Inserting numbers for LHC at
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proton meter : (2)
The beam-induced electron-cloud can produce a serious heat load in the LHC beam screen and it may
also give rise to a perturbation of the beam position monitors signals due to unequal electron bombard-
ment.
In the following we will first describe how the electron cloud build up is modelled and simulated (Sec-
tion II), discussing in particular (relative subsections):
 the associated heat load on the beam screen in the LHC bending magnets, and
 the consequent charge flux into or from the electrodes of a beam position monitor placed along the
LHC beam path.
Then, we will describe a second macro-particle simulation code modeling the interaction between bunch
and electrons, in order to study fast single-bunch instabilities due to the electron cloud (Section III). The
application of this model to the Low Energy Ring of the KEK B factory allows us to discuss the effects
of this transverse instability in terms of beam centroid oscillation and emittance growth. Lastly, Section
IV summarizes the results and draws an outline for future work and development.
2 Simulation model
The simulation recipe is illustrated in Fig. 2. The electrons are represented by macro-particles. Typically
500-1000 of these are generated per bunch passage. Both bunches and interbunch gaps are split into
slices. For each bunch slice, photoelectrons are created and existing electrons are accelerated in the
field of the beam, of the electrons, and of the image charges. Whenever an electron hits the wall, it
may generate secondary electrons. In the simulation, the incident macro-particle is re-emitted with
a different charge. When the secondary emission yield is very high, more secondary electrons are
launched, such that the charge of each of them is less or equal to that of the primary electrons: this
prevents the undesirable situation where most of the electron charge is carried by very few macro-
particles. During the interbunch gap, the electrons are propagated in the magnetic field. Between gap
slices, kicks are applied which model the effect of electron space charge and electron image charges.
Simulation results are:
 the energy of the lost electrons, which eventually translates into a heat load;
 the number of electrons drifting to and from the electrodes of a pick-up monitor, which allows
evaluating the amount of charge deposited on each plate and the relative current;
 the equilibrium electron-cloud density in the neighborhood of the beam, which is the main input
for the study of the single-bunch instability.
The photoelectrons are emitted with an initial azimuthal and energy distribution as shown in Figs. 3
and 4. For a reflectivity factor R, a fraction (1 − R) of the photons are unreflected. In the simulation,
they produce photoelectrons within an outward cone of rms angle 11:25o centered around the horizontal
plane. The remainder is emitted around the chamber with a distribution that can be chosen according
to the simulation requirements: for the originally designed LHC chamber (with smooth inner walls), a
uniform distribution of the reflected light was assumed, whereas the saw-tooth version of the chamber
requires different types of reflected photons distribution to be used, such as a cosine squared or even
cosine cubed distribution [20]. The total azimuthal distribution is shown in Fig. 3 for different shapes
and for two different values of R. The initial energy distribution of the photoelectrons is chosen as a
Gaussian with a peak at 7 eV and rms spread of 5 eV (Fig. 4). Since the photoelectrons are emitted at
the time when the generating bunch passes by with a time distribution equal to the bunch distribution,
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Figure 2: Schematic of simulation recipe.
most of them are immediately accelerated in the beam field. The bunch imparts to an electron at the
chamber wall a maximum energy of
Emax = 2m0c
2(Nbre=b)
2 ’ 200eV ; (3)
where Nb is the number of particles per bunch and b is the radius of the vacuum chamber. The electron
motion has been simulated for a (1) drift space, (2) strong dipole field, (3) weak dipole, (4) solenoid, (5)
quadrupole, (6) arbitrary fields, with a Runge-Kutta integration of the equations of motion [11], and (7)
wire and coaxial chambers used in laboratory tests [21].
In a strong (vertical) dipole field, the electron motion is constrained to the vertical direction. In
the simulation, we ignore the cyclotron motion and the electron receives only a net vertical kick from
the passing bunches. The horizontal kick is approximately zero due to the large number of cyclotron
oscillations performed during the bunch passage. For example, using LHC parameters, the number of






During a bunch passage, an electron may either receive a single kick or perform many oscillations in the
bunch potential, depending on its initial position, as is illustrated in Fig. 5. For each of the two limiting
cases, the maximum energy transfer can be calculated, with results as shown in Fig. 6 [12].
Whenever an electron is lost to the wall, it may generate one or more secondary electrons. The aver-
age number of secondaries per incident electron has been described by a universal curve [22], which is
characterized by only two material parameters: the maximum secondary emission yield for perpendic-
ular incidence, max, and the energy at which this maximum occurs, max.
Introducing the angle of incidence with respect to the surface normal, , and the normalized electron
energy x = Ep=max, the analytical expression for the secondary emission yield reads [22]
se(Ep; ) = max  1:11  x−0:35(1− exp(−2:3x1:35))  exp(1− cos 
2
) : (5)
An additional yield component represents elastic reflections of the incident electrons. This can be
parametrised as [24]
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Figure 4: Initial photoelectron energy distribution at the moment of emission.
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Figure 5: Electrons at large amplitudes do not move much during the bunch passage and they simply
receive a kick. Electrons near the bunch oscillate in the beam potential.
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Figure 6: Maximum energy gain vs. initial particle radius for nominal LHC parameters [12].
with, e.g., ˆe = 0:1, e;1 = 0:02 and ∆ = Ee = 5 eV (the numbers come from Ref. [24], but see also
the next subsection).
The universal curve, Eq. (5), is illustrated in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). The additional curve in Fig. 7(a) in-
cludes the additional contribution from elastic reflections, Eq. (6).
The initial energy distribution of the secondary electrons is assumed to be Gaussian with an rms
value of 5 eV, and their initial angular distribution corresponds to a cos  distribution in spherical coor-
dinates.
Beam fields are calculated using the standard expression a` la Bassetti-Erskine for a Gaussian bunch
transverse population [23] or the simpler formula for round beams. An elegant expression for the field at
large distances which includes the image charges in an elliptical chamber was given by M. Furman [24],
and implemented for LHC electron-cloud simulations by O. Bru¨ning [11]. Denoting by E = Ex + iEy
the complex electric field, Furman’s expression reads [24]
E  2
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where z = x + iy = g coshq = g cosh ( + i) denotes the test position, z0 = x0 + iy0 = gcoshq0 =
gcosh(0 + i0) the position of the source, and both g =
p
a2 − b2 and c = tanh−1(b=a) characterize
the vacuum chamber with semi-axes a and b. In the simulation, the infinite sum is truncated at an
adjustable order n (for instance, n = 30).
Figures 8 and 9 depict the horizontal and vertical electric fields for an offset beam as a function of
horizontal position, again with and without including the field from the image charges. Both demonstrate
that the image charges can significantly alter the electron motion.
Image charges of the electron cloud are also taken into account. The electron charges are assigned
to points on a grid, typically consisting of 2525 points, and the image forces are evaluated for each of
the grid points. An example of the electron-cloud self field with and without image charges is shown in
Fig. 10.
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Figure 7: (a) Secondary emission yield (SEY) vs. primary electron energy Ep, for max = 1:6 and
Emax = 300 eV with and without elastic scattering.
(b) Normalized secondary emission yield, se=max, vs. normalized primary electron energy, Ep=max,
for two different angles of incidence.
2.1 Heat load on the LHC beam screen
First estimates of the heat load on the LHC beam screen are based on the following parameters and
assumptions [9]. Referring to Eq. (1), one can easily evaluate that for the LHC at 7 TeV the linear
photon flux is approximately 1017 photons per second and meter; neglecting secondary emission and
photon reflection, the linear heat load is given by
< P >=< Epe > Y  1017 eV
s m ; (8)
where < Epe > is the average electron energy. Thus, with Y = 0:02 one gets approximately 2 
1015 photo-electrons per second and per meter. Assuming furthermore a uniform electron cloud in the
vacuum chamber, the average energy gain after a bunch passage per electron is approximately 700 eV
[12]. Plugging these numbers into Eq. (8), we get a linear heat flow of
< P > 0:2 W=m : (9)
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Figure 8: Horizontal electric field vs. horizontal position at y = 0 for an elliptical chamber with
22 10 mm half apertures and a beam offset of 4:3 mm in both transverse directions.
Figure 9: Vertical electric field vs. horizontal position at y = 0 for an elliptical chamber with 2210 mm
half apertures and a beam offset of 4:3 mm in both transverse directions.
However, it is clear that the assumption of a uniform electron distribution is not justified, and therefore
more precise estimations need to be made by means of a dedicated simulation study also including
secondary emission. Figure 11 shows that for the LHC dipole chamber the so-called critical value of the
secondary emission yield, above which an exponential growth of the number of electrons occurs [11],
lies certainly between 1.1 and 1.5. In fact, one can check that for SEYmax = 1:3 already an unabated
growth of the electron cloud is observed when space charge from the electrons is artificially switched off.
For SEY>SEYmax, the electron-cloud build up does not continue forever, but it is ultimately stopped
by the repelling self-field of the electron cloud. Figure 11 clearly shows the saturation of the build up,
8
Figure 10: Horizontal electric space-charge field of electron cloud vs. horizontal position after the
passage of 8 bunches in the LHC. Parameters: max = 2:0, Ype = 0:2,R = 0:1, and max = 300 eV.
which takes longer for SEYmax = 1:5 but occurs after only few bunches when SEYmax = 1:9, at a line
























Figure 11: Electron cloud build up in the bending section of the LHC for three different values of the
maximum secondary emission yield (Nb = 1:05 1011 protons/bunch and dipole length 14:2 m).
The electron cloud is neither concentrated around the beam nor spread out uniformly inside the
chamber. In the dipole magnets and, especially, if the secondary emission yield is larger than the critical
value, two vertical stripes with high electron density surround the beam, as is illustrated in Fig. 12 for
the LHC bending magnet. The two stripes represent regions at which the average energy gain from the
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Figure 12: Snap shot of transverse electron cloud distribution in an LHC dipole chamber after 60
bunches with the design current. Vertical stripes indicate regions with large secondary emission. Pa-
rameters: SEYmax=1.3, max = 450 eV, R = 0:1, and Y  = 0:025.
For the LHC the heat load from the incident electrons is a concern. The LHC cryogenic system is
designed for a maximum beam-screen heat load of about 1 W/m. Since the resistive heating by the beam
and synchrotron radiation amount both to about 0:2 W/m, the average heat load due to the electron cloud
must be smaller than 0:6 W/m.
In Fig. 13 the average heat load over a train of 60 bunches is plotted as a function of the maximum
secondary emission yield. In both diagrams, one can observe that the slope of the curve increases in
the neighbourhood of the critical yield, between 1.2 and 1.3. It is clear from the upper diagram of Fig.
13 and from comparison with previous calculations made with a uniform distribution of 10% reflected
light, that the heat load on the beam screen is not highly affected by the exact shape of the distribution
of the reflected photons. If we account for the contribution of elastic scattering when the electrons hit
the wall (according to Eq. (6)), we can see from the lower diagram in Fig. 13 that the average heat load
only increases by about 10% for the highest SEYs. Evaluations of the heat load for different values of
the parameters used in Eq. (6) should be made in order to ensure that the effect of elastic reflections can
be really considered small in all cases. Measurements carried out this year seem to suggest that better
values to be used for LHC would be ˆe = 0:56, e;1 = 0, ∆ = 52 eV and Ee = 0 [25]. Simulations with
the new parameters are presently being performed, and preliminary results suggest that the contribution
of elastic scattering might significantly increase the heat load on the beam screen.
2.2 Electron-cloud effects on the LHC beam position monitors
One of the concerns related to the presence of an electron cloud in the beam pipe is the way the electrons
can affect the correct functioning of beam position monitors placed along the beam orbit. The electrons
hitting the plates of the monitor cause a net flow of charge between the electrodes, and consequently
a non-zero current signal flowing through the plates. An example of the transverse section of a beam
position monitor is sketched in Fig. 14: the beam pipe is 48 mm wide and the whole device stretches
over a length of 24 mm. Multipacting between the pick-up electrodes is indeed possible, and it actually
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Figure 13: Heat load in the LHC dipole chamber vs. maximum secondary emission yield. Diagram (a)
shows the heat load evaluation for two different distributions of the reflected light but without account-
ing for the elastic scattering of the electrons against the beam pipe; in (b) the contribution of elastic
scattering is included according to the modeling in Eq. (6).
worst case”, as shown in simulations [26] or using a semi-analytical formula [27]).
In order to evaluate the effects of the electron cloud on the signal detected by the monitor, we have
subdivided the pipe section into four parts corresponding to the four electrodes, as is illustrated in Fig.
14, and we have let the simulation update at each time step the net amount of charge and electric cur-
rent going in or out of the electrode associated to each of them. In Fig. 15, we can clearly see that the
electrons are mostly emitted at the first electrode, consistently with the fact that in the simulation we
have assumed only a 10% of reflected photons, and that therefore 90% of the photons cause primary
emission within a small area belonging to this first electrode. The electrons subsequently hit the wall
again quite uniformly in the transverse azimuthal coordinate. When the secondary emission yield is low,
the first electrode alone emits electrons regularly, whereas all the electrodes receive them as regularly.















Figure 14: Transverse section of an LHC beam position monitor. The incoming beam directly illumi-
nates the first electrode. The device has a longitudinal extension of 24 mm.
the amount of charge deposited on the other electrodes also increases linearly (see the first of Figs. 15).
When higher values of SEY are considered, it remains basically unchanged that from the first electrode
there is a fairly regular emission of electrons all through the 60 bunches passage, but the situation at the
other plates becomes progressively more chaotic, because secondary emission with possibly high yield
values gives rise to net fluxes that can be in whichever direction, depending upon the properties of the
hitting electrons (see second and third diagrams in Fig. 15). The total net amount of electrons flowing
through one plate per bunch passage (about 106 in the worst case, as one can easily deduce from the
diagrams in Fig. 15, taking into account that the total simulation time corresponds to 60 bunch passages)
should not seriously affect the resolution of the beam position monitor [28].
In Fig. 16, as an example, the time profile of the current signal due to electrons on the first electrode
is plotted in the upper diagram, and its Fourier spectrum in the lower one. The set of unevenly sam-
pled data provided by the simulation (which, for computational needs, makes use of two different time
steps according to whether the bunch is passing and generating new photoelectrons, or the electrons are
simply evolving in the gap between two subsequent bunches) has been Fourier-analysed with the Lomb
algorithm for sequences of unequally spaced samples [29]. If there were only emitted electrons due to
the illuminating passing bunch, we would expect the spectrum to be a series of peaks at multiples of
40 MHz, enveloped by a Gaussian curve representing the spectrum of the single time pulse (having the
bunch shape); it is likely that the flux of electrons which steadily deposit on this electrode can create a
distortion from this ideal shape at the low frequencies.
However, the spectra of the current signals show in general that there are coherent currents at the BPM
plates, which extend in frequency up to 2 GHz and have strong components centred at multiples of the
bunch frequency 40 MHz.
3 Electron-cloud induced single bunch instabilities
A uniformly distributed electron cloud all inside the beam pipe can be responsible for bunch instabil-












































































Figure 15: Net charge deposited or emitted at each BPM electrode. Here we have used the convention
that negative values mean a prevalence of outgoing electrons at that plate (net current into the plate).
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Figure 16: Current flowing to the first electrode of the BPMs when the maximum secondary emission
yield is assumed to be 1.5. In the upper picture one can see the time profile of the current signal (mainly
dominated by negative pulses at the bunch frequency, due to photoemission), whereas in the lower
picture its power density spectrum is plotted.
investigated by means of computer simulation: if a bunch is sent through off-set with respect to the other
bunches, it will perturb the electron cloud distribution and the next bunch will receive an additional de-
flection caused by this perturbation. Growth times of this type of instability have been estimated using
an analytical formula [30] with the bunch-to-bunch wake field obtained from the electron cloud simula-
tion [4, 6, 8, 26]. As the instability is very slow for the present LHC parameters (rise times longer than
1 s), it is expected that Landau damping by the natural intra-bunch tune spread can counterbalance it
before it damages the bunch structure and leads to beam loss.
The electron cloud can also act as a short-range wake field, and drive a single bunch instability[31, 32].
Such kind of instability could be responsible for the vertical emittance blow-up that is observed at the
KEK B factory [33], and possibly also for that in SPS. In the following, we present the model that
we have employed to simulate single bunch effects due to the electron cloud, and some results of its
application to the Low Energy Ring of the KEK B factory.
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3.1 Model
A proton or positron bunch interacts with the electron cloud during its passage. When we study the
single-bunch effects of the electron cloud, only perturbations of the cloud induced by the passing bunch
are considered. All the relevant bunch and lattice parameters, as well as the average equilibrium density
of the electron cloud along the ring, are basic input parameters for the simulation of the coupled motion
between bunch and cloud electrons. For simplicity, the kick approximation is used for the action of the
electron cloud on the bunch: the cloud is assumed to be localised at one, or more, definite positions
along the ring, s = n  sel with n = 0; 1; ::; (Nint − 1). Both the cloud and the bunch are modelled
as ensembles of macro-particles (with Np bunch macro-particles and Ne macro-electrons in the cloud).
The bunch is also divided into Nsl slices, which interact with the electron cloud after one another and
cause the distortion of the initially uniform cloud distribution that can significantly affect the part of the
bunch coming later. The principle of the simulation is synthetically illustrated in Fig. 17. The interaction

















NpkF (xe;j − xoffk; k) ; (11)
where the positions of electrons and bunch particles are represented by the vectors xe  (xe; ye) and
xp(s)  (xp; yp; zp), z = s− ct being a co-moving longitudinal coordinate; K(s) is the transfer matrix
with the focusing strengths between two interaction points; Neme and Npk represent the number of
electrons in one macro-electron and the number of particles in the k-th bunch slice, respectively; xoffk
and k are the transverse offset and the rms-size of the k-th slice; me is the rms-size of a macro-electron,
which is assumed to have finite size; F is expressed by the Bassetti-Erskine formula [23].
The interaction between bunch and electron cloud is simulated following the steps that are shown
in Fig. 17. The macro-electrons have initially a uniform distribution which extends transversely over a
region 10 to 20 times larger than the bunch rms-sizes. The initial velocities of the macro-electrons are set
to zero. The particles in the bunch are set to have initial Gaussian distributions in each coordinate of their
6-dimensional phase space, and the bunch is subsequently sliced. The bunch slicing is actually repeated
each time the interaction starts, because when synchrotron motion is taken into account, particles mix
longitudinally. As the bunch slice k interacts with the electron cloud concentrated at the kick point, the
particles therein contained and the electrons receive a mutual kick; the perturbed electron cloud acts
then on the particles in the next bunch slice k + 1, whereas the slice k will be newly kicked by the
electron cloud at the next interaction point (after all the bunch particles have been propagated using a
linear transport matrix, which can optionally account for the synchrotron motion, and have received a
chromaticity kick). Without synchrotron motion, the mechanism does not affect the head of the bunch,
which always feels a zero total force from the electrons, but it can drive its tail unstable. The electron
cloud configuration is uniformly re-generated at the beginning of each interaction.
In our simulations, we have used 104 macro-electrons, and the same number of macro-particles for the
bunch. The bunch has been divided into 20 to 30 slices. The interaction starts from the slice containing
particles with the largest positive values of z. The model that we have used allows us to resolve the
head-tail motion of the bunch, as well as the horizontal and vertical emittance and rms-sizes evolutions,
both locally and averaged over the full bunch. Similar simulations were reported in [32], where the
beam was represented by an ensemble of micro-bunches with constant transverse size.
3.2 Results
Using the model previously introduced, hereafter we present computer simulations of beam instability
for the Low Energy Ring of the KEK B factory. Typical parameters that have been used for this study are
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Figure 17: Schematic of the simulation program for single-bunch instability.
Table 1: Overview on KEKB LER parameters essential for the simulation.
Circumference 3016 m
Relativistic γ 7000
Bunch population 3:3 1010 e+
Emittances (x;y) 1:8 10−8=3:6 10−10
Tunes (Qx;y; s) 45.53/44.11/0.015
Rms-beam-sizes (x;y;z) 0.42/0.06/4 mm
Average beta functions x;y = 10 m
Rms-energy-spread 0.0007
Mom. compaction factor  = 1:8 10−4
Chromaticities (x;y) 4/8
been used, ranging from 2  1011 m −3 to 1012 m −3 (as results from the simulations of electron-cloud
build up [32]).
Fig. 18 shows the time evolution of horizontal and vertical position of the beam centroid over 100
turns for a set of three different cases, and an electron cloud density nel = 1012 m−3. One can see that,
while in the horizontal direction no major differences occur and the oscillation of the centroid always
stays at a level of about 2% of the original bunch rms-size, in the vertical direction a growing amplitude
16
of the oscillation is clearly visible for the case where synchrotron motion has been artificially switched
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Figure 18: Time profiles of the horizontal and vertical average position of the bunch centroids for the
first 100 turns.
Taking a look at the detailed pictures showing how the bunch vertical displacement is actually dis-
tributed along the bunch at subsequent times, one can immediately recognize a vertical head-tail motion
that goes unstable (Fig. 19). A longer overview on the time evolution of the vertical beam offset (over
600 turns in Fig. 20) shows that the unstable motion saturates after 100-200 turns, and then enters a
nonlinear phase in which a coherent oscillation at quite large amplitudes appears to be surviving but
no further growth occurs. Fig. 20(b), which refers to a lower electron cloud density, shows even more
clearly the exponential character of the initial growth; on the other hand, here the rise time is larger,
and the peak value eventually reached by the oscillation smaller, because of the weaker field felt by the
bunch particles.


























































































Figure 19: Snap shots of the vertical centroid position along the bunch, when synchrotron motion is not
taken into account and both chromaticities are set to zero.
cases as in Fig. 18 are plotted. Again, while just small amplitude oscillations are to be observed in
the horizontal direction, a constant increase is present in the vertical direction, which is smaller when
the synchrotron motion of the positrons is accounted for. On the long run, we can see that the vertical
emittance even doubles its initial value after about 550 turns for the case with zero chromaticities and
without synchrotron motion, and that it increases linearly, getting a 10% of its initial value every 500
turns roughly, when synchrotron motion is switched on; the horizontal emittance is subject to minor
changes, and grows in fact no higher than its nominal value 1:8 10−7 m (Fig. 22).
4 Conclusions
In this paper we have reported about the model for electron cloud simulations, and we have shown
some of its more recent applications to LHC, such as the heat load estimation taking into account
elastic reflection of the electrons at the beam pipe wall and the possible influence of the electrons on




























Figure 20: Time profiles of the vertical average position of the bunch centroid for two different values
of the electron cloud density (1012 m−3 for the upper picture and 4 1011 m−3 for the lower one).
carried out, using a revised set of parameters resulting from the most recent measurements on prototype
LHC vacuum chambers.
In the second part of the paper, we have discussed a second macro-particle model for the description of
the electron cloud-single bunch interaction, in order to study numerically phenomena like single bunch
instability driven by the electron cloud. First results of this type of simulations, applied to the KEKB
LER, have been presented in the last section, where we have described the unstable evolution of the
bunch centroid in the vertical direction (the horizontal one does not seem to give rise to any serious
unstable motion, at least on the time scale covered by our simulations), and estimated the expected
emittance increase. A more detailed analysis of the data resulting from these simulations is foreseen
now, in order to determine characteristic frequencies and rise times of the instability, and to relate them
with all the beam and cloud parameters. Analytical work for a complete description of the phenomenon,
and beside that, application to the SPS and comparison with experimental data of single bunch fast
instabilities, will also be carried out in future studies.
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Synchrotron motion and chromaticity
Synchrotron motion and no chromaticity




























































Figure 21: Bunch rms-sizes and emittances for the same cases as in Fig. 18.
11
el = 4 x 10































































1800 turns with synchrotron motion and n
600 turns without synchrotron motion and n
Figure 22: Time evolutions of horizontal and vertical emittances without synchrotron motion (upper
pictures) and with synchrotron motion included (lower pictures).
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